Frosh Nine Splits Over Weekend, Tops Newton, But Bows To U.B.

Tech's frosh nine split their two games this weekend. They Pumped over Newton Junior College, eleven to six on Friday, and were defeated the following day by U.B., nine to five.

The Newton game was a cold day for Tech. The Bows scored in both the first and second innings, but were behind three to five going into the third. Then Tech scored four runs across the plate, taking full advantage of several Newton errors. Martzki saluted and took second on a wild pitch. Nehigen hit him to third and he scored on another wild pitch on the part of B.U. hurler. Jacks, Freeland, and Thompson then all made first with- out a hit, and Dixon slapped, driv- ing in the last of the runs.

Tech continued scoring through- out the rest of the game, driving four runs across and sending two Newton pitchers to early showers. Boston University scored heavily on the Beaver frosh. They made one run on hit in the first inning, and picked up three more in the third. Tech had no score in the early part of the contest, but the game broke loose in the late innings. Nehigen started in the sev- enth and advanced to second on a hit by Bredge. He then stole third and scored on a single by Zaia. A fourth single by Ronnie Thompson loaded the bags, but B.U. hurler Miller pulled out of danger when Rush hit out to the third baseman.

In the ninth a leery of Tech pinch-hitters drove in two runs, three hits, stolen bases, and a walk. B.U. also made good use of the late innings. They scored a pair of runs in both the sixth and the eighth. The first set were unearned, but four singles were hit off Dixon in the eighth, which with a walk, accounted for their last two runs.

Freshman Crew Places Second in EARC Meet

Varsity Eliminated In Trial; Harvard Boats Sweep Regatta

Tech's sturdy freshman crew pro- vided the only ray of sunshine in the cold day of racing for Tech as it captured second in a field of 11 at Syracuse. In the Eastern Sprint Championship, however, the var- iety eight failed to qualify and the javeliners, having qualified, came in last in the final. Harvard again proved its mastery of the waters as they swept the regatta.

Fresh Win Heat

The Tech fresh, after winning their trial heat by two lengths, overcame Princeton's early lead and led until the final stages of the race. Over the last quarter mile, Harvard moved up and won by 3 1/2 seconds. Princeton, Cornell, Navy, and Boston, in that order, were the other winners in that order. The winning time was 6:38.3 with Tech crossing the finish in 6:36.1, making it the fourth consecutive defeat handed M.I.T.'s freshman by Harvard. The Beaver crew also moved those to be one of the greatest if not the greatest freshman crew that Tech has produced by placing second in the large field of 11 schools.

In a trial heat so close that the winners thought they had lost, the Tech javyme qualified for the finals. The surprised javyme ran last in the finals, however, behind Har-

ATTENTION ATHLETES!

Standard forms are available in the Director of Athletics office to be filled out by eligible collegiate squad members in connection with vacation employment opportunities. They should be filled out and returned to the Director of Athletics office prior to departure. Any questions will be answered immediately.

Athletics must receive advance permission from the Student-Athlete Division for outside work of this type.

Field Events Decisive; Froshmen Also Beaten

Cindermen Lose To NH By Four Point Margin

Stickmen Defeated By Stevens, 10-6; Bob Boyden Hurt

Technology's varsity lacrosse men missed a perfect 1-0 record Saturday afternoon at Briggs Field by the score of 10-6. Tech showed lots of spirit in the early stages but could not keep up its fast pace on the warm after- noon.

Heads were scored the first goal in the game and matched a Stevens goal later in the first period. A 6-1 lead in the first half was matched in the second half.

Bob Boyden, who showed some fine back play for Tech in the first half was unable to keep the ball away from Kaye. A second half goal by Kaye gave the Beavers a lead which they never relinquished.
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